Designed to replace many OE style bushings, SPC’s xAxis™ Sealed Flex Joint is recommended for use as a bushing replacement when higher performance or increased joint angularity is desired - perfect for race and off-road builders.

**Features**
- Sealed joint retains grease and excludes contaminants
- Highly polished electroless-nickel finish on ball maximizes durability
- Up to 45° total angularity for high mis-alignment requirements
- Common sizes that builders and racers need

**Benefits**
- Reduced compliance and deflection vs rubber and poly joints
- Improved durability vs spherical bearings and poly bushings
- Increased angularity vs rubber and poly bushings
- Engineered to be a direct fit for many popular street/race or HD off-road applications

See reverse for configurations, forged rod ends and more!
**xAxis™**

**Sealed Flex Joint**

SPC’s **xAxis™** is recommended for use when higher performance or joint angularity is desired. Available in a wide variety of sizes **xAxis** joints can be easily retrofitted into many stock configurations or can be the perfect fit when starting out a custom project.

**Forged Receiver Assemblies**

**xAxis™** Forged Receiver Assemblies are the way to get all the benefits of **xAxis** Sealed Flex Joints into your project. Includes **xAxis**, forged receiver, jam nut and snap ring.

### Part # Right Thread | Part # Left Thread | Bolt Dia (A) | Width (B) | Thread (C) | Thread Length (D) | **xAxis™** # (above) | Jobber Pricing | MSRP Pricing | Press Adapter
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
15730 | 15731 | 10 mm | 3/8" | 3/4" - 16 | 3.2 | 15613 | $44.95 | $56.19 | 29613
15732 | 15733 | 12 mm | 3/4" | 3/4" - 16 | 3.2 | 15615 | $44.95 | $56.19 | 29615
15734 | 15735 | 14 mm | 9/16" | 3/4" - 16 | 3.2 | 15616 | $44.95 | $56.19 | 29616
15740 | 15741 | 14 mm | 9/16" | 1" - 14 | 3.2 | 15619 | $49.95 | $62.44 | 29619
15750 | 15751 | 3/4" | 1-1/4" - 12 | 3.2 | 15611 | $69.95 | $87.44 | 29611

* Bolt hole and width are designed for JK track bar bracket. Build your own track bar with this **xAxis** joint or look for SPC’s JK OEM replacement track bar featuring **xAxis** soon!

**Bushing Press Adapters**

Are designed for quick, easy removal of the old bushings and installation of SPC’s **xAxis** joints.

**Find projects, ideas and tech info at** [www.specprod.com/BuilderSeries](http://www.specprod.com/BuilderSeries)